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LEGAL EDUCATION IN MALAYSIA
by
Professor Dr. Ahmad Ibrahim
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, University of Malaya
"The study of Law is of its very nature exposed to a double danger; that of soaring through
theory into empty abstractions - and that of sinking through practice into a soulless unsatisfying
handicraft" - Savigny. In 1953 the Senate and Council of the University of Malaya (then in
Singapore) invited Dato Sir Roland Braddell and Professor RG.D. Allen to "submit a scheme of
courses and organization for consideration by the Senate and Council" for the teaching in the
Social Studies and in Law. Sir Roland Braddell and Prof. Allen recommended that the University
of Malaya should establish a Faculty of Law and grant degrees in Law. In their report they said:-
" We have taken a long view of the whole subject since we think that it must be visualised
not so much from the necessities of the present Malaya as from those of the future Malaya which
will be self-governing. One of these necessities is the provision of local training of high standard
for those intending to enter legal practice, either privately or in public office; another is to provide
legal training for many kinds of public officials and for those employed in a variety of other occupa-
tions in which legal knowledge is important. The Faculty of Law will therefore have to provide
the necessary legal training for (a) those who will not require it for legal practice and (b) those who
will require it either in public offices or as private legal practitioners. The emphasis in a self
governing Malaya is bound to be laid more and more upon the locally domiciled people, so that
eventually they will fill all the public legal positions in the country and a beginning should be made
as soon as possible to train them in Malaya. For this purpose the University must grant degrees
in law; but we stress only after Honours examinations; there can be no question of pass degrees
in law. We emphasise that an Honours Legal degree is not only necessary for those who intend
to engage in law either in public officeor in private practice, but that it is also most useful for those
who intend to enter the fields of commerce, accounting and secretarial work, banking and insurance.
We feel sure that, as time passes, this fact will be as well appreciated in Malaya as it is in England,
and that the demand for a local degree from the University will increase steadily.":
In regard to the view of the Singapore Bar Committee that it was virtually impossible to
make a University Law Course sufficiently practical to be of any real use for actual practice, Sir
Roland Braddell and Prof. Allen said "If they have in mind only the type of course which is given
in English universities, they may well be right. But we are very strongly of the opinion that a
course can be devised which will fit a person for the duties of an Advocate and Solicitor in Malaya,
more adequately than any of the English, Northern Irish and Scottish qualifications which are
accepted at present - A well devised system of training whereby a locally domiciled person is taught
the three systems of law (English, Singapore and Federation) as well as the duties of both an ad-
vocate and a solicitor could fit that person to begin legal practice in Malaya better than either call
to the Bar on enrolment as a Solicitor in England can do.t'z The report continues:-
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1. Braddell - Allen Report - Scheme of Organisation and courses in Social Studies and Law, t 955, p. 21.
2. Ibid. p. 22.
"we consider that a suitable course for the training of a student in the law in force in Malaya should
extend over not less than four years. We therefore propose that the University should establish
a four year course leading to the degree of Bachelor of Laws. . Those who seek admission to practise
~s Advocat~s and Solicitors should be required,. after com~letmg t~is ~ou~se to undertake a practical
OUrse of SIXmonths' duration. We set out m Appendix I an indication of the material which
should be covered in the LL.B. Course and a suggested grouping of the material into subjects and
!ears of study.. We have taken as .our basi~ the practice of the. State of Victoria but we have adapted
It to local requirements, AppendIx I also include our suggestIOns for the content of the six month's
practical course ·
. "We recommend that a Council of Legal Education should be established in Malaya with
~utles similar of those of the corresponding Coun~il in England ", It should approve the Syllabus
f Courses for those who intend to apply for public legal promotions and for those who intend to
apply for admission to either of the local Bars. T~e m~mbers of th~ Council should be appointed
annually (a) from amongst themselves by the Bench 10 Singapore and m the Federation and (b) from
amongst themselves by the Attorney General:s departments in Singapore and the Federation
(c) Advocates and Solicitors appointed by the Bar Committee in Singapore and by the Bar in the
Federation. The Dean of Faculty of Law in the University, when that Faculty is established
should be a member ex-officio.
"We call attention to the benefit which the whole legal profession, both Bench and Bar
Would receive from the creation of a Fac~lty ?f Law in the University of Malaya. What we rna;
call the purely juristic side of the profession IS and always has been neglected and the number of
Malayan textbooks is pitifully small. On the other hand ~he number of jud?ments which are
reported annually has increased very much and the old eclectic method of reporting has been aban-
doned. The arrival _ of trained jurists will mean inevitably the publication of textbooks and a
critical examination of decisions. In particular we can expect that one or more textbooks on
Malaysian Constitutional Law and Legal History will be written. The only one in existence at
present deals with the laws of the old Colony of the Straits Settlements, was written more than
t~enty years ago, and is out of print and almost unprocurable save by borrowing. Thus an in-
VIgorating current will flow into legal life in Malaya which cannot but be of general benefit.
. "The courses which are indicated in Appendix I are designed for the teaching of law as
It is in Malaya and to fit those qualifying for the assumption of legal duties in Malaya. It has
been the practice to subject candidates for admission to either of the local Bars to an oral examination
after the necessary 6 months reading in local Chambers. l!nd~r our scheme the completion of
the practical course will make this unnecessary. The exammatlOn at the end of the course will
be conducted by the University under th~ general direction of the ~ou~cil .of Legal E~ucation.
The Board of Examiners should be appomted annually by the University III consultation with
the Council and could, if thought fit, contain persons who are not members of the University. The
proposed new qualification will therefore be the ~ossession of a.Bachelor's deg~ee at the conclusion
of four years study and a certificate of .comple~lOn of a practical course of SIXmonths duration.
Dpon presentation of these, together WIth certIficates of good character as may be prescribed, a
P.erson should be entitled as of right to admission and enrolment as an advocate and solicitor of
eIther local Bar. We are of opinion that a person thus qualified will find it easie~ to obtain a position
as assistant in a local firm than will the person who has merely been called III England, so that
We believe that not only will the quality of the profession be improved by what we propose but
new openings will be created".3
J. Ibid. pp. 22 _ 24.
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The Braddell - Allen report was adopted by the Senate and Council of the University of
Malaya and its recommendations may be said to have been adopted and implemented in Singapore.
A department of law was established as a non-Faculty department in the University of Malaya
on 31st July 1956. A Professor of Law was appointed in July 1956 and teaching in law began in
1957. The Faculty of Law was established in 1959. The law department was orginally assigned
to the University of Malaya in Singapore and later in 1962 the Faculty was assigned to the University
of Singapore.
The law department at the University of Singapore was in many ways experimental. A
considerable part of its educational programme was original, the remainder eclectic, drawing on
educational experiences of England and Northern Ireland particularly. Prof. L. A. Sheridan,
the Professor of Law and the founder of the Faculty described the original programme as follows:-
"The degree (of Bachelor of Laws) is taken over four years by full time candidates. During the
first year candidates read introductory subjects such as Malayan legal history. An examination
called the Intermediate Examination, is held during the long vacation at the end of this year and
this is treated in a sense as the test of the candidate's fitness for law studies. The policy of the
Faculty of Law is to admit into the first year all applicants in possession of the University entrance
requirements because it is believed that a person's relative ability to study law is not necessarily
indicated accurately by his school performance. During the second year and the first two terms
of the third LL.B. candidates pursue a course covering the basic principles of the law of Malaya
and an elementary introduction in legal philosophy. The basic principles are put under the heads
of Contract, Tort, Criminal Law and Procedure, Civil Procedure, Evidence and Property including
Equity and Trust. There is also a general course in which students are appraised of the main
outlines of other branches of law, though they are not at this stage equipped to tackle problems in
fields other than those I have enumerated. There is an examination called the General Examina-
tion, at the end of the second term of the third year".
"In the third term of the third year and throughout the fourth year, LL.B. candidates read courses
for the Final examination. All students take five subjects. One compulsory subject is common
to all candidates, merely Legal Philosophy, Legal Analysis and Legal Sociology. All candidates
take a principal course comprising three subjects. The principal courses at present available
are Common Law, Property Law and Commercial Law. This year (1962) we are introducing
a fifth principal course in International Law and Relations and during the next few years additional
principal courses are projected in Muslim Law, Family Law and Industrial Law. For example,
the principal course in Public Law comprises Advanced Constitutional Law, Administrative LaW
and either the Principles of Public International Law or Advanced Criminal Law; while the prin-
cipal course in Commercial Law comprises Sale of Goods, Carriage and Banking and one of the
following (i) Bankruptcy and Insurance (ii) Agency, Partnership and Unincorporated Associations
and (iii) Company Law. Finally candidates select one additional subject from a long list and their
choice is not restricted by their choice of principal course. The Final examination is held at the
end of the third term in the fourth year".4 On the academic nature of the LL.B. Course Prof.
Sheridan said, "Despite the fact that the LL.B. takes its holders a long way towards qualification
to practise, the LL.B. is not tied to the legal profession. It is not assumed that graduates wiJl
enter practice and indeed they go for a variety of careers. The general aims of legal education
are no different from those of any other kind of University education namely to indoctrinate the
student with a respect for truth, to develop the student's powers of reasoning until his actual per-
formance coincides with his potential capacity, to help him to work on his own, to direct his mental
4. Report of the Regional Conference on Legal Education, Singapore, 1962, p. 26.
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dev~lopment primarily through study in a limited field, and to provide a general approach and
e~vlfonment tending to enhance the culture and civilization of everyone coming into contact with
him. A lawyer must not only be proficient in the legal syntax of his own system. He must striv
to know other systems of law and to be philosopher, sociologist, economist, psychiatrist and much
el~e besides. That is not to say that the object of the study of Law is to ensure profund intimae
WIth all branches of social knowledge. That is the goal to be presented to the student as a vision
towards which he must fight his way. Everyone ~ill ~e satisfied ~fhe is nearer to it when he gra-
dua~es ~han when he was when he entered th~ University. He w~llhave done all that is expected
?f him If the graduate has mastered the techmque of the law, reahsed the problem of locating law
In the perspective of human endeavour and seen how the lawyer must know when to call on other .
social sciences.
. "This is the sort of education that will be ~he secur~st upon ~hich to super-impose pro-
feSSIOnalskill. People who pride themselves on being ~ractical some~Imes look with disgust upon
theory. It will often be found that they are not as practIcal. as th:y think, or that they have a grasp
of theory to which they do not admit or that, the subst.antial o.bJect of their criticism is unsound
theory. One need have no sympathy for those who tailor their facts to fit their theories. Con-
versely, once the validity of a theory has been established he is not a practical man who ignores it.
Properly handled the law provides an excellent liberal education for all those who are up to its
standards, whether they propose to have any pr?f:ssion.al c.onnection with ~~elaw or not. Learning
legal syntax alone is not the study of law, but It IS an mdispensable part. 5
In an article which he contributed to the Journal of the Society of Public Teachers of the
Law in 1958 Prof. L. A. Sheridan said, "The fi.rst aim of th~ University of Malaya in introducing
~ Department of Law is to provide that broad hberal education thr?ugh the medium of law which
~sthe ideal of the British type of university of law school. That IS to say the primary object of
lQ~truction will be the law of Malaya but this local god must. be placed there in such a way that it
WIll not obscure the vision of things beyond. A comparatIve study of other systems of law is
recognised as important. In fact Malaya is a mi.c~ocosm of c~mparati~e law in itself, containing
as It does a structure of personal laws based on religious and racial g:oupmgs for Muslims, Hindus,
Chinese and so on. It has always been intended too that legal philosophy should be interwoven
With study of positive law and the same goes for legal sociology with an eye on law as a policy science.
Nor has it been forgotten that there is a practical side to the la~. I a~ not sugg~sti~g that case
law, comparative law, philosophy, sociology or any other academIC study ISnot practical in the sense
of being useful. When I refer to the practical side of the law I mean the actual doing of it - inter-
viewing a client, drafting a sessions court summons, ar~in~. in mit~gation of sentence or what
~ou will. It is my contention that just as no one but an mtUltIv: genIUS.c~n be a successful prac-
tI~al man without a sound grasp of theory, so there can be no vahd theorising segregated from the
aCId test of practical application."6
In a later article published in the same Journ~l in 197? Prof. L. A. Sheridan, Mr. H. G.
Calvert and Mr. P. Coomarasamy explained the baSISon which the law school was established.
They said:-
"In Malaya the view was adopted at the ~tart and has continued to be held that th~ pulls of
the academy and the profession in legal educatIOn are far from opposed. There are differences
S. Ibid, p, 26 _ 27.
6. Journal of Society of Public Teachers of Law, Vol. 4 (1957 - 1958), p.19.
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in direction, but these are largely, even if not entirely, unimportant. Whether a law school is to
be "pratical" or "academic" might to some small extent influence the choice of subjects to be
taught and the way they are taught. The alleged difference that the practising lawyer is concerned
with the law as it is whereas the academic is concerned with what it ought to be is however illusory.
Academic lawyers and law students must be thoroughly familiar with the authorities as they stand
and the technicalities of the law before they can fully investigate on a sociological and philosophical
basis propositions as to what the law ought to be. Conversely, the function of advocates and the
judiciary is creative. They are constantly although in piecemeal fashion changing what the law
ought to be into what the law is. The same applies more forcibly perhaps to legislative scientists.
In seeking to persuade a Court or a magistrate to arrive at a certain decision, lawyers have to deploy
arguments based on policy. These facts assume a "practical" as opposed to an 'academic' signi-
ficance for the Malayan law school, when one remembers its students are destined to play parts
not on the Anglo-American stage, but in a Malaya whose current social development is much
more dynamic and promises to become increasingly so.">
Prof. L. A. Sheridan resigned from the Deanship of the Faculty of Law in Singapore in
1962 and he was succeeded by Prof. H. E. Groves. The syllabus of the law courses had been kept
under review by a standing committee on syllabus revision of the faculty and modifications had
been made from time to time but a major change was made in 1963.
As Prof. Grove said in 1964,
"The original structuring of the four year course was extensively altered. As conceived the twelve
academic terms were divided into three academic years of uneven terms; a normal three terms for
the first or so called Intermediate year; five terms for the next or general year; and four terms for
the final year. Several considerations perhaps motivated the choice of this unusual structure.
It did have the advantage of producing only three sets of examinations, at different times of the
year. Weighted against this advantage were administrative problems of truly enormous size.
There was the problem of providing teachers with balanced and rational course loads when courses
started and stopped at varying dates and overlapped one or two terms. Students in the very long
general year found that the teacher who started the course seldom finished it, result of both the high
turnover of teachers and the fact that teachers receive six months leave every three years, which
leave includes one teaching term. A third result was that students in the long years, particularly
the general year, displayed a natural but fatal tendency to put off effective study for several terms,
feeling that they had unlimited time to prepare for the examination, thus producing a rate of failures
which seemed unnecessarily large. We have abandoned the peculiar course structure in favour
of four academic terms with an examination at the end of each year. Another unsual feature of
the original course structure was what was called Principal Courses in the Final Year. All students
pursued the same courses upon to the final year; but at that point students were obliged to choose
to concentrate in one of five particular areas of law; Common Law, Property, Public Law, Commer-
cial Law or International Law and Relations. The first two involved a high degree of duplication
of subject matter already studied in the long general year. We have abandoned the so-called
principal courses, keeping some of the courses, but jettisoning those particularly repetitive while
adding a number of new electives. Under the present structure all students pursue the same courses
in the first two years. In the third year each student has two electives and three required subjects.
In the final year each has three electives and two required subjects. Our present structure reflectS
the belief that undergraduate law tudents cannot become specialists in any field of the law. What
7. Journal of the Society of Public 'Feachers of Law, Vol,S (1959 _ 1960). p.155.
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~s required is a broad measure of legal exposure upon which specialization can be properl b d
~n practice or in subsequent graduate study. It will thus be seen that the past two yea~ ~se
In a large way been years of r~-examination, in which we have been bold enough to admit m~sta~::
and to correct them.l'a
. The syllabus of the Faculty of Law has, as it has been said earlier, been kept under constant
review, and recently a Committee of the Faculty has been set up to review the curriculum and the
syllabus. The report of the Committee has been adopted by the Faculty and the present syll b
reflects the modifications that have been made. The underlying philosophy of the new currie il us
Was explained by the Dean, Dr. Thio Siew Mien as follows r+- u urn,
"The new curriculum introduced in the 1970-1971 academic year treats the first and second
~e~r as fo.undation years, in which students are ex~osed to basic legal concepts. The innovation
IS In the Introduction of a course called. Introduct~on to. Legal Method which seeks to orientate
students to law studies as quickly as pOSSibleby an Intensive program of group discussions on ca
~nalysis, a legal writing and an oral argument pr~gram. !t is hope? that early student participati:~
In such discussions, immersion into legal matenals and introduction to legal techniques will hel
them to adjust more effectively to legal studies and enhance their understanding of their other
COurses.
After the basic groundwork in the first two years, students in the third and final year are
encouraged to study further branches of the law or delve deeper into areas of the law already studied.
Unlike the previous curriculum, students will b~ given more.opti?ns, first in the choice of subjects,
and s~condly an opportunity to read non-law subjects. .The Idea ISto en~ble law s~u~ents according
to their own aspirations, to read a number of related subJec~sso as to acqUire a specialised knowledge
of ~ particular branch of law. The excursion outside law IS~:an~ to encourage students to develop
their knowledge of the context of their areas of legal specialisation. Thus,. students who aspire
to be company lawyers may in addition to company la:v r~ad :ev~nue law, banking, and international
business transactions as well as subjects like financial mstltutlOns and legal accounting. In en-
~ouraging law students to go outside the area of law, the intentio~ is not to turn every law student
Into a bit of a dilettante, training him into a lawyer-cum-ec~n~mlst or lawyer-cum-accountant etc.
but to train him to be a lawyer, but a lawyer more. appreciatIve of the ~xtra-Iegal considerations
which are often integrated with law towards the solution of proble~s. It ISnecessary to encourage
law students to broaden their horizons. It is hoped that under this system there will be opportuni-
ties in the future for more inter-disciplinary studies.
Inter-disciplinary studies where appropriate, .has~headvantage of training students preparing
for various specialities for collaborative study. This wI!1promote the development of a technique
of cooperative problem-solving which is utterly essential .toda~, a~ ~he range and complexity of
pr~blems today are such that they cannot be solved by a single I.ndlv~dual ~r group of ind~vi~uals
traIned in the same way, but by a group of persons severally trained m vanous skills and I?slghts
and educated in different bodies of knowledge. However, ~ll t~ese persons must be trained to
employ methods of collaboration that will integrate the contnbutlOns of each of them into sound
group decisions.
The other innovation of the new curriculum is the organisation of :he courses under the
Unit system Thi 'des the necessary flexibility to accommodate the Ideas outlined earlier.. IS provi ' d f h . .
The appropriation of units to courses renders it pOSSibleto epart rom t e tradition of year-long
8. Report of the Second Regional Conference on Lellal Education, Singapore, 1964, p.12.
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courses which precluded the study in depth of small but significant areas of law, areas too small
to constitute a course by themselves under the old system and yet too important to be neglected
or merely touched on. Under the unit system, short courses can easily be organised for these
small but significant areas of the law.
Another advantage of the unit system as applied to optional courses is that it is easier to
develop short specialised courses than a one-year course at a single time. Teachers can thus
develop a series of short courses and gradually further build specialised courses on them. They
can thus effectively direct some of their research towards teaching. It will also provide opportu-
nities to construct new courses on a functional basis, cutting across orthodox textbook boundaries;
to correlate courses to prevent law from being considered as a number of watertight conceptualistic
compartments, but rather, a "seamless garment".
The present law curriculum is as follows:-
First Year
Contract 6 units
'0
Introduction to Legal Method 6 units
Criminal Law 6 units
Tort 6 units
Family Law 6 units
Second Lear
Land Law 6 units
Law of Associations 6 units
Public Law 6 units
Third & Fourth Year
(a) Compulsory subjects
Estates and Trusts (3rd) 6 units
Evidence (3rd) 6 units
Civil Procedure
Administration of
(4th) 6 units
Criminal Justice (4th) 6 units
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List A-
(b) Optional Subjects
36 units from Lists A, Band C (about
18 units in the third year and 18 units
in the fourth year). At least 12 units
must be from List A. Not more than 12
units from List C.
This tends to be a very short list comprising a few subjects which are viewed in any .. ..' gIven
year as subjects which It would be desIrable to expose students to. Students would be req . d
to read a minimum of 12 units from this list. In a given year, the list might read: uire
List B-
Commercial Transactions 6 units
Remedies
6 units
Revenue Law
6 units
. This is a list comprising law subjects (other than the compulsory subjects and subjects
In List A) as might be offered from year to year, e.g.
Banking and Negotiable Instruments
6 units
6 units
Conflict of Laws
6 units
Conveyancing
International Business Transactions
6 units
International Organisations
6 units
6 units
Jurisprudence
6 units
Labour Law
4 units
Landlord and Tenant
6 units
Public International Law
6 units
Shipping Law
Moots (Appellate Advocacy)
2 units
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List C
This list comprises non-law subjects. A student should not read subjects in this list beyond
12units, and any choice made should be subject to the approval of the Dean. The idea is to enable
students to read contextual courses, thus, a student who wishes to specialise as a company lawyer
might wish to read a course in accounting or financial institutions in another department.
The number of units appropriated to each course is determined by the number of student
contact hours required to effectively teach that course. This is only a rule-of-thumb and its
application is not dogmatic.
The subjects in each of the lists could vary from year to year and are not exhaustive.
For flexibility and easy administration, the Dean has the discretion to add or otherwise alter
the subjects ni Lists A, Band C and also to appropriate units to optional subjects in which-
ever List after consultation with the teacher in charge of the course. A great deal of coun-
selling is required of Faculty.l's
On teaching methods in legal education the Dean said:-
"At the inception of the law school valiant attempts were made to introduce the socratic
method of teaching in preference to the formal lecture method on the thesis that .!he main function
of a law teacher is to lead discussion, analysis and criticism as well as to aid undertsanding and not
to compress in a formal lecture the incompressible. However, because of the varied background
of law teachers and high staff turnover over the years, there is still a tendency to employ the lecture-
cum-tutorial method."
Many teachers do, however, adopt the socratic approach using cases or problems as spring
boards for discussion. In some courses, especially the new courses offered in the more advanced
years which are often poorly documented because they are new, the tendency is to require students
to write research papers which are then discussed at seminars. More and more teachers now insist
on advanced preparation by students to encourage meaningful class participation. However
there is still room for improvement.
Moots have always been a regular feature of the law school since its inception. The focus
is on appellate advocacy though attempts were made to teach the rudiments of drafting of pleadings.
Canned problems are used and practising lawyers and legal officers are invited to sit as judges.
In 1968, the Law Alummi in collaboration with the Faculty organised the moot court program.
Actual records of appeal were given to students. In 1969, the program opened with a moot con-
ducted in the High Court with a Faculty and Alummi member as counsel. In that year, in order
to give the most court programme a fillip, Sir Philip Phillips, a retired silk from Melbourne, was
invited to conduct an intensive series of moots for a period of three weeks, culminating in two semi-
finals and the finals. Students were also required to write briefs. The program was a great
success.
In the 1970-1971 session, the Faculty's moot program was re-organi ed as follows:
(1) First year student were introduced to the rudiments of motting in the legal method
course.
9 l.epJ Education in the Law 1an Rell1 n, lAW A ia, 1971, p.111 I) .71.
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(2) Senior students, i.e. third and final year students, could opt for a
(appellate advocacy).
" ".course In moots
(3) The Student Law Society conducted a moot competition for which .awarded." a pnze was
It might be useful to look at the development of law studies in the United Ki d dth U . . . ng om an
e nited States. The academic study of law began late In England. In 1882 Si F d . k
Poll k i hi . f f juri r re enc. oc In ISInaugural address as Pro essor 0 unsprudence at Oxford in speaking of his a . "
Dl
C
B . d h "f 11 kers i ssociatesey, ryce and Anson descnbe t em as e ow wor ers In a pursuit still followed in thi 1 d
by a few, scorned and depreciated by many, the scientific and systematic study of the law" ISpan
fessional training for law had been under the control of the Law Society and the Inns of C ro-
and apprenticeship had been a central feature of professional training, especially for sol' ~urts
The English law reports contained the raw material of the law, growing and expanding fro rei ors.
to year as fresh cases or new facts call for decision. The practitioner or judge had to knm y~~r
cases and how to use them and how to reconcile with adherence to precedent such developn IS
of the. law and such innovations as justice requires. The aim of the study of law is to help in under-
standmg the principles on which the judges and the lawyers are working. As Lord Wright said:
"No doubt the lawyer must know his cases, but there is all the difference between know'
them in a literal and mechanical fashion and knowing them both synthetically and criticallv.
In the latter case they are seen in the light of principles and not as dead precedents. T{
object of knowing cases is to apply them with understanding in the practical problems that
arise. A set of facts may appear to be on all fours with a decided case and yet on a wide
and truer view, such as the study of pr.inciples is calcula~ed to ~ive, it may become apparent
that there are essential differences whIch lead to an entirely different conclusion. Thus a
rule is differentiated and extended, its true nature and scope are better understood and the
development of law goes on."
It was mainly the interest in law reform in the late .19th ~en~ury that led to the growth of
leg~l education. Legal reform involv~s not merely the InVestlgatIO~ o.f social or industrial or
busmess conditions is known relationshIps but also the nature of the existmg rules, how they came
to be as they are, how far they sub serve social ends, how far they tend to fulfil the condition of
promoting justice. Hence the desire for legal education and for the study of law which goes beyond
the bare demands of vocational necessities.
. Legal education involves schools of law and professio~al teachers of law as a theoretical
dIscipline. Thus there grew law schools at Oxford, Cambr~dge and. London, .where the legal
aspirant devotes himself to the study of law under a body of highly trained and highly specialised
professors most of whom have made important contributions to the academic study of whatever
branch of'law they have severally chosen ~s the.ir special subject. There have been ~ublished
Illany admirable books written by people lIke Dl~ey, Anson, Po~lock, Sal~ond an? WInfield on
the different branches of the common law and eqmty, each of which have tned to gIve an analysis
of the principles of the subject, with a complete c1assificati~n and collection of the relevant cases
Under the several principles. There are well known .law Jo~rnals, t~e La:" Quarterly. Review,
the Cambridge Law Journal and the Modern Law Review whIch conta1~ ar~lc1~son special topics
of law, often important contributions to jurisprudence, marked ?~learm~g, mSlg~t an? orginality.
1'he e journals also include notices and crticisms of recent deCISIOnswhich are illuminating,
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America has also forged ahead in the study of law. Unlike England where law is an under-
graduate subject in the United States the normal requirement for entry to the law school is a degree
is some other subject. Within universities law has occupied a much more prestigious position
and better finance relative to other subjects than it has in the United Kingdom. These factors
have led to a more rapid development in the United States. In law as so much else American
willingness to experiment, fertility of ideas, cultural diversity and an abundance of resources have
helped to produce significant results which have in turn influenced the development of legal studies
in the United Kingdom and in other Commonwealth countries.
The stages in the progress oflegal education in the United States from haphazard apprentice-
ship and self education to increasingly sophisticated instrument by full time professional teachers
in educational institutions may be summed up as follows:
The first stage in this progress is commonly associated with the acceptance by Judge Joseph
Story of the Dane Professorship of Law at Harvard in 1829. Up to that time nearly all professional
training had taken place outside the universities, most commonly taking the form of apprentice-
ship supplemented by reading on one's own. Story's appointment to the Dane Professorship
was a remarkable event. In the twelve years since its inception Harvard Law School had achieved
very little and had a poor reputation. In 1828 there had been only four students. Story, by
contrast, was one of the greatest judges to have graced the Supreme Court of the United States
and his prestige was immense. Merely by accepting the appointment Story enhanced the status
of law teaching. But he did much more than this. His mission was to assist in the establishment
of an alternative system of legal training to the apprenticeship that had been his lot. He was largely
successful in his objective and by the time of his death, the Harvard Law School had been trans-
formed. The school had achieved a national reputation, there was over 150 students, many of
them attracted from outside Massachusetts, and Story had set an outstanding example to legal
scholars by producing a remarkable series of eight treatises on different branches of law.
Story's conception of the vocation of the lawyer was noble and idealistic; he proclaimed
it often, including in his inaugural lecture as Dane Professor. Perhaps the most explicit statement
is to be found in a letter to his son:
"A lawyer, above all men, should seek to have various knowledge, for there is no department
of human learning or human art which will not aid his powers of illustration and reasoning,
and be useful in the discharge of his professional duties. It has been the reproach of our
profession in former ages, and is, perhaps, true to a great extent in our own times, that
lawyers know little or nothing but the law, and that, not in its philosophy, but merely and
exclusively in its details. There have been striking exceptions, such as Lord Hardwicke,
Lord Mansfield, Lord Stowell, Lord Brougham and Mr. Justice Blackstone. But these
are rare examples; and too few to do more than to establish the general reproach".11
Story's approach to legal education seems hard to reconcile with his picture of the good
lawyer. He included in the curriculum only that which was solid law. "What we propose,"
he said, "is no more than plain, direct, familiar instructions,"12 and this is what his students got.
It was highly desirable for the good lawyer to have studied philosophy, rhetoric, history and human
nature, but is was not the function of the law professor to teach it to him. Liberal studies were
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11. Life and Letter of Jo eph Story Vol. 2 (1851) p.31! - 312.
12. Value and Importance of Leaal Studi .. in Miscellan ou Writin of Joseph Story (I 52) p.SOJ.
an important part of the education. The study of law was essentially the study of e t bli h d
legal doctrines. When and how this liberal education was to be acquired is not dear unl IS e
tak t i f 1 S ' lai h" . hI' ess onees a Its ace va ue, tory s calm t at in tee ementary education everywh dth h . . .' . ' .. ere passe
roug before entenng upon juridical studies, they were usually taught with sufficient f 11
and "Th' . 1 . h bears i u nessaccuracy. 13 IS IS strange calm w en one ears in mind that in Story's time there were
no formal entry requirements for Harvard Law School and by no means all students had a 11
de
co ege
gree.
" .Story also appeared to have accepted a fairly clear-cut distinction between "academic'", and
practical" training. This does not mean that he saw the university study of law as havin
vocational significance, far from it, but rather he saw its main function as being the learni g n~
the general doctrines of the common law and little else. The development of the skills and arts
of the practitioners were left to be acquired as an apprentice and in the early years of practice.
. Thus in Story's educational programme one finds sharp distinctions between law and other
dIsciplines and between legal doctrine and legal practice. This double isolation of the subject-
~atter of legal studies is, of course, very common. In the English tradition, even today rigid
dIstinctions are often drawn between "law" and "not law" and between "academic" and "practical"
legal studies. Criticism of these distinctions is at the base of the modern American rejection of
Story's ideas; in so far as our ideas on legal education are similar to Story's a study of the reaction
against him may be suggestive.
The appointment to the Harvard Law School of Christopher Columbus Langdell in 1870
rnarks the next important development. Langdell, at that time of his appointment, was an obscure
and somewhat retiring New York practitione~. ~hat h~ brought to ~arvard was a coherent theory
of law teaching and a determination to apply It WIth conSIstency and ngour. A well-known passage
from his Selection of Cases on the Law of Contracts (1871) is the classic formulation:
"Law, considered as a science," said he, "consists of certain principles or doctrines.
To have such a mastery of these as to be abl.eto.apply them ~ith constant facility and certain-
ty to the evertangled skein of human affaI~s ISwhat constitutes a true lawyer; and hence
to acquire that mastery should be the busmess of every earn~st student of l~~. Each of
these doctrines has arrived at its present state by slow degrees; m other words, It ISa growth,
extending in many cases through a series of cases; ~d much t.he shortest a~d best, if noj
the only way of mastering the doctrine effectually IS by studying the cases in which it is
embodied.l'w
Langdell considered law to be capable of sy~temat~c.study as a ~cience~ and if this were
?~t so, "a university will best consult its own dignity in decl~mng to teach I~. I~ It be not a science,
l~ ISa species of handicraft, and may best be learned by serving an apprenticeship ~o one who prac-
tIses it. "15 The true lawyer in his view is someone ~ho has a master~ of legal doctn.ne and an ability
to apply it; the law student must be fed on a stnctly regul~ted dIet o~ law, which for Langdell
rneant cases; non-legal matter was to be kept out of the curnculur:n. Since la~ was to be ~~eated
as a science, the most suitable kind of teacher was not necessanly an expenenced practrnoner.
13. Ibid. p.S36.
H. A Selection of Ca e on the Law of Contracts (1871) Preface. p.viii.
IS. Address of I 86 quoted in Harno, Legal Education In the United States, 1953.
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One of Langdell's innovations was to secure the appointment to a full-time teaching post of James
Barr Ames, a young graduate with no experience of legal practice. The appointment was criticised,
and Langdell's apology is revealing.
"I wish to emphasize the fact that a teacher of law should be a person who accom-
panies his pupils on a road which is new to them but with which he is well acquanited from
having often travelled it before. What qualifies a person, therefore, to teach law is not
experience in the work of a lawyer's office,not experience in dealing with men, not experience
in the trial or argument of causes, not experience, in short, in using law, but experience
in learning law; not the experience of the Roman advocate or of the Roman praetor, still
less of the Roman procurator, but the experience of the juris-consult.l'te
In time Ames fully justified Langdell's faith in him and he became a noted legal historian.
His appointment was significant, not only because of his qualifications, but also because, it in-
augurated, as a new branch of the legal profession in the United States, the career of the scholar-
teacher of law. Up to that time nearly all law teaching had been done on a part time basis; even
Story had continued to serve on the Supreme Court after accepting the Dane Professorship. The
histories of Harvard, Yale and Columbia law schools and many others tell the same tale; the rise
to eminence ofa law school is associated almost inevitably with the achievement of a strong faculty
of full-time teachers. Teaching, research, educational administration and intellectual leadership
are functions that are nearly always best performed by people who are free to devote nearly all
their time, energies and loyalties to them. The growth of this "other branch" of the legal pro-
fession was accompanied by repeated expressions of concern that a gulf was growing up between
the academic and the practising lawyer. The Wilson Report revealed a similar concern at current
trends in the United Kingdom. It has been one of the greatest achievements of American legal
education that this danger has, on the whole, been averted.
Langdell's contributions to Harvard were numerous: under his leadership the intellectual
standards and the resources of the school improved immeasureably and a scholarly atmosphere
was established which, inter alia, fostered a great series of legal treatises by Beale, Williston, Gray
and Thayer. Langdell is, of course, best known for his introduction of a method of teaching -
"the case method" - which was the main vehicle for implementing his theory of legal education.
Langdell was not the first to emphasise the value of making students read cases in the original;
nor was he the first American law teacher to employ the Socratic method. His main contribution
was to provide a rational and a stimulus for introducing this method of teaching throughout the
curriculum and by producing a new style of teaching tool, his case-book on contracts, to provide
a model vehicle for the method.
In the course of time with the help of brilliant teachers such as Ames and Kenner the case
method became established as the main method of instruction first at Harvard, and later at nearly
all leading law schools. It was not seriously challenged until the rise of the Realist Movement.
In Langdell's version it had several obvious strengths; first, he insisted on the study of primary
sources; secondly, he substituted participation for passivity on the part of students; and, thirdly,
he established a tradition of scepticism, liveliness and vigour in lieu of dogmatic, dreary parrot-
learning. The introduction of the case method al 0 involved a crucial witch from emphasis on
knowledge to emphasis on skill.
16. QUO! din Hu t, The Growth of merrcan I W, Tb J. w Mak ...., 1950.
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For the most part the mainstream of American legal education has been built hst h . . . upon t ese
rengt s. Langdell was later to become the target of cnncism by Holmes Frank Lle II
and a number of others. But even his most virulent critics have not challeng'ed these' ewe ynfh. .. . . aspects 0
IScontribution, The weakness of hISapproach was that he like Story, made a clear cut di ti .
between law and other disciplines. Unlike Story he did not make a similar distinction ~mtctton
acad . d . I .. b his ni f h" I e weenemic an practica trairung, ut IS picture 0 t e true awyer" and his picture of th I
~ea~her tended to produce the same sort of remoteness from life and from legal practice th rt the
InSIstence on such rigid distinctions tends to promote in the British system. a e
Langdell and his disciples set the pattern for nearly all the major law schools for the t
fifty years. There were pockets of resistence from traditionalists in the law schools (for inst nex
at Yale), and his ideas were for some time viewed with scepticism on the part of practitioners.II h f diff F ners.owever, t e most telling attack came rom a irrerent quar~er. irst Holmes and then Pound
s.et the lead in advocating a jurisprudence that was broader in approach and closer to ever da
hfe. The sceptical temper of the times, the philosophy of pragmatism and above all the e~t ~
ordinarily rapid rate of economic and social change were some of the factors that drew increasin:
attention to what Pound termed the divorce between law in books and law in action. But neither
IIol~es nor Pound really translated their jurisprudential ideas into concrete educational patterns.
_De~pItethe fact that Harvard was the academic base of these two great pioneers of sociological
Junsprudence, it did not become the headquarters of the movement for further reforms of legal
education. The lead was taken in this respect first at Yale by Corbin, Hohfeld and Cook in the
second decade of this century, and then during ~he 1920s by an extraordinarily brilliant group of
Y~ung men of whom Herman Oliphant, UnderhIll Moore and Karl Llewellyn were the most pro-
tnlOent. Columbia in the 1920s was the headquarters of a concerted attempt to work out in detail
the implications of sociological jurisprudence for legal research and legal education.
One of the most striking features of this ferment was the two-year-long study of the curri-
culum which took place at Columbia under the chai:ma~ship ?f Leon C. Marshall, an economist.
It has been said by Brainerd Currie that these studIes constituted the most comprehensive and
searching investigation of law school objectives and methods that has ever been undertaken."
It is worth quoting Currie's appraisal of their significance:
"Individuals and committees prepared for discussion at the faculty conference
approximately one hundred reports, covering eight hund:ed mimeographed pages, on
various aspects of legal education. The resu~t was a ~weepm? ~hallenger to the adequacy
of the organization, the materials and the rat~onal bas~s of existmg leg~l education. The
fundamental thesis which emerged was this: smce law IS a n:eans o~ social control, it ought
to be studied as such. Solutions to the problems of a changing social order are not implicit
in the rules and principles which are formally elaborate~ on the basis o! past decisions, to
be evoked by merely formal logical processes;. and effe~tIve.legal educatIOn. cannot proceed
in disregard of this fact. If men are to be trained for intelligent and effectl.ve participation
in legal processes and if law schools are to perform their function of contnbuting through
research to the im'provement of law administration, ~he formalism wh.ich confines the under-
standing and criticism of law within limits fixed by hIstory and authonty must be abandoned,
and every available resource of knowledge and judgement must be brought to the task.
A drastic retooling would be required to convert the facilities of legal education
to h a: t T vo basic requirements were announced to the law school world with
suc an ettor . v h d b di .seismic effect: First, the formal categories of ~he law, s ape y tra ition a~d b! accident,
tend to obscure the social problems with which law deals, the purpose which IS the vital
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element of principle, and the actual working of legal processes; they constitute a framework
which forces artificiality in perspective and development; they must be revised along lines
of correspondence with the types of human activity involved. Second an understanding
of the social structure in which law operates can no longer be taken for granted or regarded
as irrelevant; law students - and hence law teachers - must acquire that understanding,
and must somehow learn to take into account the contributions which other disciplines and
sciences can make to the solution of social problems."17
In order to appreciate the significance of the Realist Movement for legal education we
can compare the ideas of one of their number, Karl Llewellyn, with those of Langdell.
"Langdell," says Llewellyn, "saw three deep truths. The first was that a university
training in law, indeed a liberal arts study of anything must be technically solid, techni-
cally reliable, in a word, craftsmanlike. The second thing that Lang-
dell saw was that history, carefully studied, is one good road to understanding. Depth
is of the essence and the time dimension is one main road to depth." And, thirdly, Langdell
shifted the emphasis from acquisition of knowledge to development of proficiency in "legal
analysis, legal reasoning, legal argument and legal synthesis."
Llewellyn accepted these ideas, but he felt that as a theory for lawyer education Langdell's
did not go nearly far enough. Llewellyn agreed with Langdell in putting con iderable emphasis
on training in legal method:
"Technical skill is not a foundation only. It is the necessary foundation.l'ra
But whereas Langdell saw the group of skills that could be developed by his version of case analysis
as being the skill that a university legal education should seek to develop, Llewellyn's conception
of technical proficiency in this context was very much broader. For him the practice of law in
a fused profession was the practice of a set of crafts. Knowledge of legal rules and ability to extract
doctrine from cases form only a part of these crafts. Lawyers in practice have to employ other
skills, many of which are teachable, some of which are teachable in a university. Llewellyn waS
chairman of a committee which in 1944 produced an influential report on the place of skills in legal
education in which it was recommended that law schools should seek to foster not only the case-
skills of the Langdell method, but also such matters as skill in interpretation of statutes, appellate
advocacy, simple drafting and counselling (i.e. the giving of advice), and the making of intelligent
policy decisions. Llewellyn himself pioneered a course in "Legal Argument" and in recent years
a variety of other "skills courses" have been offered by American law schools, some of them making
a relatively sophisticated use of clinical experience and simulation techniques. Llewellyn ernpha-
sised technical proficiency, but he was equally emphatic that technical proficiency was not enough.
Langdell's skills, he said, "though sharp and well instilled, were narrow. The wherewithal for
vision was not given." 19
Llewellyn is best known as the exponent of a jurisprudential approach that emphasises
the importance of observing the ordinary processes of the law in action in their social context.
Doctrine must be seen in the context of legal process and legal processes must be seen in the context
17. Currie, The Materi.! of Law Study, (1951) Journal of L al Education, p.334-335.
1 . 'The Stud,' of Law as • Liberal Art' reprmt d in JUri pruden e ; Reali m 10 Theory and Pr cue , 19b2.p.375.
19. IbId, p.377.
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of the totality of social processes. Any lawyer, in this view, however humble, must be e . d
to understand his environment; his perspective must be a broad one, preferably that o(Ulp~e
as a whole. The message repeated again and again is that for practically any purpose lawscoclety
b t d in i I· d h d· di annote reate In ISOation an t at any attempt to 0 so preJu Ices both understanding and efficiency.
Llewellyn and his fellow-realists were by no means unique in advocating this kind of -
preach .. Pe<hapsth~i' greatest cont<ibution was in the di,ecti~n of working out the implicati:~s
of a sociological jurisprudence for detailed work of vanous kinds. The Uniform Comme . I
C d h .. I h oroi rciao e, t e modern types of case-book, empmca researc projects, such as the Chicago jury study
these and many other concrete achievements are the real monuments to the contribution of Lle-
wellyn and his fellow-realists.
Against this background it may be useful to ~onsider Llewellyn's image of the end-product
of law~er education. In discussions of legal educatIO~s he nearly always identifies the lawyer with
the pnvate practitioner of law. Secondly, he ex:uphaslses:he ~ee~ for basic technical proficiency.
But .the .lawyer, both to be effective and, mor~ Important In hIS ~1~W,to fulfil his responsibilities
to hIS clients an~ to s?ciety, must .be.m~re than a competent technician. In an address in Chicago
he made the POInt WIth charactenstlc vIgour:
"The truth, the truth which cries out, is that the good work, the most effective work of
the law~er in practice roots in and depends on vision, range, depth, ~alance and rich humanity
those things which it is the function, and frequently the fortune, of the liberal arts to introduce and
Indeed to induce. The truth is, therefore, that the best practical training a university can give
to any lawyer who is not by choice or by unendowment doomed to be a hack or a shyster - the
b.est practical training, along with the best human training - is the study of law, within the profes-
sronal school itself, as a liberal art."
We may sum up the achievements of Llewellyn and the Reali~t Sc~ool by saying first that
L1e~ellyn was one of the pioneers of the development o~ a systematic ~ocIOlogyof the legal pro-
feSSIOn,a subject that is currently receiving mu~h. attentlOn In .the United States. Secondly, he
Wasactively concerned with the problems of provldmg legal services to all classes of the population.
If:was inter-alia associated with law school, legal aid c1ini~s,those adm~rable i~stitutions that marry
clInical training and social service. These co.ncerns o~hIS were associated WIth the. view that one
~u~ction of lawyer education is to foster SOCIal~onsclOusness, perh~ps even a SOCIalconscience,
In Intending lawyers. Thirdly, shortly before hIS death he g~ve active encouragement to the in-
?ividual (Mr. Irwin Rutter) who has made the most syste~atlc atte~pt so far to relate a detailed
Job-analysis of lawyers' operations to problem of l~w teachIng.20 ~H:ally, and perhaps most im-
portant, is the point that Llewellyn'S jurisprudential themes and h~s Ideas on legal education are
Sobound up together as to be almost indistinguishable; a conc~rn WIth p:o~le~s. of legal education
:Vasa most important stimulus to the early develop~ent of hIS general JU~ISt1CIdeas, which ideas
In turn had important implications for legal ~ducatlOn. Ma.ny of those Ideas had deep roots in
the social sciences, notably anthropology, soclOlogy, economICS and psych~logy.. In all of them
lawyer ' work was a central focus and it is fair to say that one of .Llewelly? s.achievements was to
graft on to the traditional law-oriented jurisprudence a lawyer-onentated Junsprudence.
In 1943 Harold Lasswell and Myres M~~oug.al publishe~ a notable"paper .entitled :'Legal
Education and Public Policy: Professional Tra111111g111the Public Interest, 21which remaInS the~-~~~~~~---------------------------
20 R. . . (1961) 13 Journal of Legal Education, p. 301.
. utter, A Jurisprud nc of Lawyers' OperttloOt;
21. (lQ43) 52 Yale L.J. 203.
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nearest approach to date to a comprehensive theory for lawyer education. It is significant that
the paper was also the vehicle for the first important statement of the Lasswell-McDougal intellec-
tual system, which is commonly referred to as "Law, Science and Policy" or L.S.P. for short.
The authors take as their starting point a bold statement of aim: "We submit this basic proposition:
if legal education in the contemporary world is adequately to serve the needs of a free and productive
commonwealth, it must be conscious, efficient, and systematic training for policy-making."
Lasswell and McDougal justify this rather startling statement in terms of an image of "the
lawyer" which even some American lawyers tend to find somewhat grandiose:
"It should need no emphasis that the lawyer is today, even when not himself a maker of
policy, the one indispensable adviser of every responsible policy-maker of our society - whether
we speak of the head of a government department or agency, of the executive of a corporation or
labour union, of the secretary of a trade or other private association, or even of the humble in-
dependent enterpriser or professional man. As such an adviser the lawyer, when informing his
policy-maker of what he can or cannot legally do, is as policy-makers often complain an unassailably
stategic position to influence, if not create, policy."22
"Policy" in this context is defined as "the making of important decisions which affect the
distribution of values." In this usage the lawyer advising a potential petitioner for divorce, or
a testator, is involved in "policy-making" almost as much as the participant in the decisions of
appellate courts, administrative tribunals or legislatures. Nevertheless a perusal of the detailed
proposals for the reform of lawyer education put forward by Lasswell and McDougal suggests
that "the aggrandisement effect" has been at work, for great stress is put on the higher levels of
policy-making in the national (and the world) arenas and the operative images of their end-product
seem to be the senior partner in the Wall Street law firm, the maker of American foreign policy
and the world statesman. In short the Lasswell-McDougal plan for legal education seems to me
to be a thinly disguished elitist programme for the training of national leaders.
Apart from reservations that some people would have about the general theory of L.S.P.,
the specific proposals for lawyer education are open to criticism in that they place far too little
emphasis on the technical aspects of lawyers' work and that they are based on a serious under-
estimation of the difficulty of attaining minimum technical competence. However, the Lasswell-
McDougal thesis is stimulating in its proposals for producing national leaders and devastating in
its criticism of traditional approaches and even of the piece-meal innovations that followed the
Realist "revolution."
It is not surprising that this extraordinarily stimulating exercise has been viewed somewhat
sceptically by those whose ideas of lawyer education have been governed by a more humble image
gf the lawyer. Relatively few people have accepted the Las-Mac system in toto, and even at Yale,
their headquarters, their ideas do not seem to have made as fundamental an impact on curriculum
planning or teaching methods as might have been expected. Nevertheless there are signs that
thinking similar to theirs is becoming increasingly influential. It is worth noting that in this
analysis of the development of American legal education in terms of rough stages, each stage is
marked by one or more notable departures in forms of student legal literature. The Story period
is represented by Story's famous treatises; the Langdellian reforms by Langdell's case-book on
contracts; the Reali t "revolution" was launched by the publication of a series of case-books at
Columbia Law School, of which Llewellyn's Cases and Materials on the law of Sales is the out-
.2.2. Ibid. p. 208 - .209.
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sta?d~ng representative. ~ecently two books of. materials (Donelly, Foldstein and Schwartz,
Criminal La~ and Go~dstem and .Katz, The Family and T~e Law) emanating from Yale School
have been widely accla1med as an 1mportant new departures m student legal literature· both h. k . . ' s ow
unmista able signs of L.S.P. type thmkmg.
. The development of law studies in the. Un~ted S~ates ~as had its influence in the United
Kingdom and in other Commonwealth countnes, including Smgapore. In 1964 the Society of
Pu~lic Teachers of Law in the United Kingdom undertook a Survey of Legal Education in the
United Kingdom. Most of the work was done by Professor ].F. Wilson of the University of
Southampton and the result is usually referred to as the "Wilson Report" .24 Questionnaires
Were sent to all University law schools and th~ir teach~rs and a separate questionnaire was circulated
to barristers and solicitors. Furthermore, mformatlOn was sought from 275 colleges of further
~ducation and technology concerning the amount and type of law teaching being undertaken in
Institutions of higher education other than universities. Most o~ the i.nformation in the Report
relates to the position in December, 1965. The Report wax published in June, 1966.
For the first time in history reliable information was assembled in one place about such
rnatters as numbers of law students; the structure and financing of law schools; the qualifications
expe.rience and workload of university law .teachers; library holdings; degree syllabuses; law teachin~
outSide universities; professional educatlOn and the attitudes of teachers and practitioners to a
number of general issues. Itmay be of interest to mention a few of the findings of the Report:
(i) Law is principally studied i~ Uliit~d K.i~gdom universities as an undergraduate
Subject. Except at Belfast and some Scottish Umversltles, undergraduate degree courses in law
last 3 years;
(ii) Only a handful of British law graduates proceed to postgraduate work. Out of a
rnore 640 postgraduate students in law in 1965/6, ~robab~y 70% .cam~ .fro~ overseas. There
Were only a dozen scholarships earmarked for law avatlable m all umversrties m the United King-
dom·,
(iii) The staff-student ratio varied between 8.5 and 20.8 students per member of staff,
~hich contrasts unfavourably with the ratio of 1.~ recommended by the Robbins Report.ze but
1Sluxurious by the standards of many other countnes;
(iv) Of approximately 1,000 st~~ents who graduat~d in 1963, rather .more thar>:55%
proceeded to professional training as sohc1tors and about 10 ~owent ?n to qu~hfy as barnsters.
l~ is not known how many of those are likely. t~ pu~sue care.ers m full-time practice. At the same
tirne the survey suggests that professional opmlOn 1Sbecommg much more favourable to the value
of a law degree than it appeared to be in the past.
(v) One of the more striking findi~g~ of th~ survey w~ the extent ~f dissatisf~~tion
atnong practitioners with the provisions for trammg; 6110 of all barnsters and 53 ~o of all solicitors
thought it to be inadequate, and the percentages among the n:ore recently qualified were much
higher. This finding has strengthened the hand of those pressmg for reform.
2-1.J. F. Wilson,.\ Survey of Lellal Education in the United Kingdom, 9 J.S.F.T.L. (N.S.) 1 (1966).
25. Report of Th Comrruttee on Hlih Education. 2154,4 Vols. (1963).
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(vi) Perhaps the most revealing part of the Wilson Report concerns legal education outside
universities before it was published there was little general awareness of the enormous extent
and range of such studies. Nearly 1,500 teachers were found to be conducting legal courses at
over 200 colleges of higher education and technology - this represents more than three times the
number of law teachers in universities. The growth rate, the poor facilities and the general lack
of serious thought about those hidden forms of legal education give rise for concern.
These are but a sample of the findings of the Wilson Report. Although the survey was
based on some rather simple assumptions, it represented a major advance in the direction of a
more systematic approach to problems of legal education in the United Kingdom. It is doubly
unfortunate, therefore, that the survey should have been undertaken after rather than before the
Robbins Report on Higher Education and that no attempt has been made so far to keep the basic
information regularly up to date. Such has been the pace of change that the Wilson Report is
already out-dated in several significant respects; nevertheless it remains the best guide to the total
picture of legal education in the United Kingdom and a very useful pioneering attempt at research
of this kind.
The recent dramatic expansion of legal education in the United Kingdom is essentially
part of the general expansion of higher education after the very important Robbins Report on
Higher Education issued in 1963. Since that Report new universities have been established and
a number of colleges of technology have been transformed into universities, Law did badly in the
first phase of expansion; in fact none of the new universities started out with a Law Faculty or
Department. Then in a short space of time the new Universities of Sussex, Kent, Warwick and
Strathelyde decided to introduce law on a substantial scale and, other older institutions, such as
Leicester, Keele, and Queen Mary's Colleges, London did the same.
It is an error to assume that innovation is the monopoly of new institutions or even that it
is necessarily easier to achieve and sustain it in such institutions. Nevertheless the new Law
Schools have set out in a reforming spirit and have also stimulated re-thinking among their older
sisters. Some indication of the direction of change is to be found in the prospectus or University
of Warwick, which started teaching law in October 1968:
"The law course at Warwick is part of a general movement to offer greater variety
in law teaching throughout the United Kingdom. Its aim is to give students an insight
into some of the major problems with which the law and lawyers are concerned and the
teachniques and methods they use to deal with them.
The first year is therefore designed to introduce students to some of the basic te-
chniques of the common law in the field of contract and tort, to look at what goes to make
up a legal system, in particular in English legal system, to see what is being done in the
field of the criminal law, and to provide an introduction to one of the commonest situations
in which laymen come into contact with lawyers, the sphere of property law.
The second year builds on the first to some extent by looking more closely into
commercial and consumer law and housing and property law, including town and country
planning, and also adds to it by looking at the law governing Britain's e .ternal relations
in the world at large, the constitutional and administrative law context within which the
ordinary courts and private lawyers op rate, and discussing some of the more general pro-
blems of law in a course on jurisprudence.
In the third year the two papers which form the hard core of the course c. . oncern
the law relating to employment and labour relations problems, and company law I
addition, it is hoped that there will be papers on taxation, French law, local and regional
government and international legal problems.
One idea behind. the course is that students s~ould come away from it knowing
more about the wa~ society works and s~me. of the m~Jor pr~blems it has to face, as well
as the way lawyers in partIcular are contnbutmg to their solution. It is intended theref
for future administrators whether in central or local government or industry as well
o
::
future solicitors and barristers, in fact for anyone who is interested in the way the law operates
in the United Kingdom and in acquiring the particular discipline that law offers.vze
. !here has recently b.een a qui.ckening of interest in the systematic study of the legal pro-
fession in both England and III the UnIted States. The revelance to legal education of the sociolo
of the legal profession is obviotl'. Who lawyer, (a~d law trained people) are, what they do wha''%
theIr function in society, their conceptions of jheir role and the approach they bring to bear on
the problems that concern them are to a. large extent de~~rmined by. the nature of their training,
Whether formal or informal and by the mtellectual traditions to which they are exposed. Con-
versely accurate information and an adequate system of concepts for discussing such matters is
a useful starting point for analysing those phases for legal edu~ation that are directed to preparation
for legal work. It may be that discussions of legal education at present assume images of the
"lawyer" which on examination may prove to be naive and unrealistic. The much more refined
~nd accurate picture of lawyers that has begun to emerge from recent studies should be invaluable
In developing a more realistic and systematic approach to the training phases of legal education.
The principal pioneers of the sociology of the legal pr~fession have been the Americans
the first systematic studies appeared in the 1930's and were mamly concerned with the economic:
of the legal profession. In 1950 an ambitious survey of t~e Legal Professio.n was ~ponsored by
the American Bar Association. In the last few years a series of monographic studies have been
published. These probe in depth particular topics and have done much to increase awareness
of the variety and complexity of the role of lawyers.. I~terest has rece.ntly spread to England and
one of the first serious studies of the legal profeSSIOn in England wntten by a sociologist and a
lawyer _ "Lawyers and Their Work" - was published in ~968. Similar studies in Asia have been
proposed by the International Law Centre and by Lawasla.
Two new developments in this scientific and te~hnological e~amight also ~e noted. Recent-
ly professional educationalists have been recommendmg very detailed and precIse formulations of
Objectives in behavioural terms. The modern educator is no longer satisfied with vague statements
of strategic goals. More and more he demands prec~se ar~iculation of the detail.ed objectives of
each part of the educational process. Such formulatIOn WIll h~ve to be. do.thed m adequate ter-
minology. An important book, Bloom's Taximony of EducatIOnal Ob~ectIVes, ~as g?ne a long
Way to providing such terminology. The advent of programmed learning has ~lve~ Imp.etus to
the movement, for the programmer is forced b! the nature.of the med~um to clanfy hIS objectives
and analyse the subject matter rigourously and in great detaIl. It .remams to be seen ~owhat extent
~nd in what areas this type of analysis will be found to be appropnate for legal e~ucatIOn. Already
In the United States there has been published Kelso's Programmed IntroductIOn to the study of
26. L"n,v roil) of Wan"ck' ProspectuS t 968 - 1969 p. 57 - 8.
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law, a work which is notable as being the first major application of programmed learning in legal
education to have been published and also as one of the most vigorous attempts to develop teaching
of basic skills in a systematic manner.
A recent seminar held in England jointly by the Society of Public Teachers of Law and
the Law Commissions of England and Scotland considered among other matters the use of com-
puters in legal research and law reform. The value of computers, if suitably programmed in
the performance of the mechanical tasks often required for law reform was acknowledged. It
would be a relatively simply matter for a computer to be so programmed that it would print out
versions of statutes as amended once an amending statute had been added to the material already
stored in the machine. The more controversial point was made, however, that the use of com-
puters would make it possible for each individual researcher to devise for himself the scheme of
classification best suited for his own particular purposes. On the other hand even though con-
siderable flexibility in the method of selecting material could, no doubt, be retained, it was felt
by some that there was a serious risk that the available methods of classification would ultimately
have to be determined not by lawyers but by systems analysts and computer technologists. In
any event, it was emphasised that the computer could never take over the whole task of selection
of material for a particular purpose and that, probably, it would never become a substitute for
a library. The most that a computer could do would be to print out the material indicated by
the one or more headings chosen by the researcher who would then have to make his own selection
from that material. Conversely, the selection made by the computer under a given heading might
suggest new relationships between subjects simply by placing in juxtaposition two bodies of material
not previously thought of as bearing upon one another. There was no doubt at the seminar that
the use of computers for legal purposes was a topic of great interest and of importance for the future
of legal research and law reform and there was equally no doubt that computers would prove of
value in the handling of statutory material. But it was felt that they could not, at least at present,
deal with the entire corpus of legal material.z?
The influence of the new ideas in the United States and in Great Britain has also been felt
in Africa and we may contrast the statement in the prospectus of the University of Warwick with
that in the prospectus of the University College, Dar-es-Salarn.
"In the Faculty of Law at Dar-es-Salam, lecturers have been appointed, syllabuses planned
and methods of teaching devised, with a single important consideration in mind: the fact that
the lawyer in East Africa has to be much more than a competent legal technician. With the coming
of Independence, the manifold problems that beset developing countries have to be faced, and
in doing this great changes will have to be made in the framework of society. Lawyers have a
vital part to play in those developments, for upon them will fall a major share of the work of putting
into practice the principles and ideas of their colleagues in the fields of politics, economics, and
science, and ensuring that the resultant system works fairly and efficiently. Legal education must
take account of these facts, and see that students are made aware of and prepared for their future
role.
Legal education for East African lawyers must therefore entail more than the accummulatioll
of knowledge about rules of law ~to know much law is not necessarily to be a good lawyer, although
it is the foundation upon which most legal education must rest. The good lawyer is the one whO
knows also something of the society in which the law operates and the processes by which the
law may change and be changed by that society. Thus we teach the law as it exists in East MricS
27. J.A.Jolo wrC%. The Divi Ion and Cl· ificarion of the Law. London. 1970. p. 89.
today, but we do not stop there; we use this law as a firm base upon which future developm t
may be considered. In this way we hope to be able to produce lawyers who will have thorou zhl s
m~stered the techniques ?f the law; how to search out all the rele-:ant authorities on a partic~la~
point and marshall them into a coherent form; how to read a case m order to understand it full .
ho~. to analyse and interpret a sta~ute; and. how to pu~ across one's p.oint of view in speech a1d
writmg. But over and above all this, they WIllhave studied that law against the social and econo .
background of the East African jurisdictions, and will be in a good position to offer useful contri-
butions to discussions on the problem of the law that ought to be in East Africa."28
In India legal education has been reviewed by a number of Committees including the Rad-
hakrishnan Commission, the Bhagwati Committee and recently a Legal Education Committee of
the National Bar Council. The last Committee recommended a course of study for a three year
six term LL.B. degree course (Appendix III). It was stated that the courses were framed on the
following basic assumptions:
(a) There shall be two terms of 100 ~orking days in each academic year and at least 60
lectures will be delivered in each of the papers;
(b) The class shall consist of not more than 60 students in compulsory papers and 20in optional papers including Languages, Moot Court and Legal Writing etc.;
Compulsory papers will be taught a~ the present level o~ LL.~. standard with this
difference that there will be more reliance on cases and discussions than on lectures' ,(c)
(d) Optional papers will be taught at a level higher than th~ present LL.B. standard butlower than present LL.M. standard. These classes WIll be conducted on seminar
basis and will be policy-oriented;
The course on Legal Research is ?esigned to .introduc~ s~udents to the problems
relating to factual analysis ~f colle~tIOn of matenals, ~pphc~tIO~ of statutory material,
determining ratio decidendI of decided cases and their applications ;
Moots will be conducted on the basis of paper-books of cases decided by High Courts
and Supreme Court. Effort wil.l be made that a ~~mber of t~e judiciary presides
over at least one session, in which a student participates. Tnal cases may be in-
troduced at a later stage;
(e)
(f)
(g)
The Court on study of selected pro~lems is intended t~ ~elp those students who
do not want to enter the legal profes~IOn. Such stu~y, It IS expected, will provide
them with greater opportunity to eqUIp themselves WIth the knowledge that will be
required of them in their chosen career;
It h b
ur experience that our students, even the best ones, are generally un-
as een 0 ifi 11 fit i heiaware of current legal problems which do not speer ca y t in t err prescribed courses.
The idea here is to introduce student~ to current legal problems so that they may
be better enabled to decide about their post-graduate career and also be better-in-
formed graduates;
(h)
2~ , G id f School 1964, p.16 - 17.
. I'h University College, Dar- es-Salam,.\ Ul e or ,
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(i) The courses on Languages consists of two years of English and one year of Hindi.
These courses will have for their object a language rather than a literature bias;
(j) There shall be no examination in Legal Writing, Legal Research, Moot Court, Current
Legal Problems and Languages (Papers 6 and 7 in each term). These courses will
be conducted on a seminar basis and students will have to obtain pass marks in ses-
sionals;
(k) Hindu Law and Mohammedan Law have been treated as one subject and the course
spread over into two papers: Family Law I and Family Law II. These papers deal
with specific topics such as Sonship, Marriage, Inheritance etc. and run across the
barriers of specified personal laws. Indeed, it includes Hindu Law, Mohammedan
Law, Parsi Law and Civil Law. It has been done on the assumption that, with the
implementation of the "Directive Principles of State Policy" relating to uniform
Civil Code, the subject is bound to be arranged, according to topics as envisaged in
this paper. Moreover, a comparative study of the law would be helpful in better
appreciation of the usefulness of specific personal laws in meeting problems of domestic
relations, which appreciation would conducive in determining the norms of the uni-
form Civil Code.
This jurisprudential aspect of Hindu Law has been separated and made a com-
pulsory subject. Further, comparative Ancient Law, which is an optional paper,
would give opportunities for the treatment of the jurisprudential aspects of Hindu
Law as well as Mohammedan Law.
(1) Certain papers such as Constitutional Law, Business Organization and International
Law are too heavy to be treated in one course. They have accordingly been split
into two or more papers. While the core of these subjects has been included in
compulsory papers, special papers offer an opportunity for further detailed study
of the subjects.
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(m) The basic law relating to liability and procedure have been put together in the first
two terms so that, during the ensuing summer vacation, students may be in a position
to get practical training.
(n) The course for the third year is so designed as to permit students, who have obtained
their LL.B. degree from Universities having a two-year course, to join LL.M. in
the Benaras Hindu University. These students will be required to pass the third
year course of LL.B. degree before being admitted to the L.LM. course.
The optional subjects referred to in the course of study are as follows:
A. Anyone of the following groups of papers shall be offered, with the permission of the Dean,
as papers IV and V in the 4th, 5th and 6th terms.
Group I Procedure
Paper II
Limitation, prescription, Court Fees, Stamp Fees, Suits Valuation
and Small Cau e Court.
Pleadings, High ourt and Supreme Court Rules, and Land Laws.
Paper I
Group II Mercantile Transactions
Paper I
Paper II
Bailment, Pledge, Guarantee, Sale of Goods & Negoti bl Ila e nstruments
Transport of Goods
Group III Business Organization
Paper I
Paper II
Paper III
Paper IV
Business Organization
Business Organization
Banking
Insurance
Group IV Regulated Industries
Paper I
Paper II
Group V Labour
Paper I
Paper II
Group VI Taxation
Paper I
Paper II
Public Corporation
Public Control of Private Enterprise
Law relating to Labour-Management Relations
Social Security Legislation
Constitutional and Administrative Problems relating to Taxation d
T
. S an
selected Union axatlOn tatutes
Selected State Taxation Statutes and Legal Accounting
Group VII International Trade
Paper I
Paper II
International Trade
International Transport of Goods
Group VIII Private International Law
Paper I
Paper II
Private International Law
Comparative Law
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Group IX Constitutional Law
Paper I Federal Constitutions
Paper II Civil and Political Rights
Group X Legislative Process
Paper I Current Problems of Constitutional Government in Asia
Paper II Legislative Process in India
B. Anyone of the following papers shall be offered, with the permission of the Dean, as paper
III in the 5th and the 6th terms.
Group XI Miscellaneous
(1) Trusts, Charitable Endowment and Waifs
(2) Comparative Ancient Law
(3) Labour Law III - Minimum Standard Statutes
(4) Arbitration and Insolvency
(5) Copyright, Patents and Trade-Mark
(6) Military Law
(7) Local Self-Government
(8) Law relating to Communications
(9) Tax Structure of South East Asian Countries
(10) Roman Law
(11) Any of the papers falling in Groups I to XI29
As a contrast to the position in the Commonwealth Countries we might note the curriculum
of the Faculty of Law in the University of Indonesia. The Indonesian system of higher education
is based on a "stage" system and there are maximum and minimum times within which a stage
may be completed. Most examinations in the Indonesian system are oral, and the student can
ask for his examination when he feels ready for it. The first two stages in the system are known
as candidate stages. If the candidate is successful in these he may pass on to the next two stages
known as doctoral stages. The first degree IS awarded on the completion of the e stages and the
student may then decide to enter on the doctorate stage. However, this involves several years
further work, the publication of a dissertation and its public defence, so that only a small proportion
of doctorandi ever become doctors.
The completion of the candidate stage in the law faculty used to average two years and the
doctoral stage usually requires at least another three years, thu making both stages approximately
equivalent to Master's degree. The name of the degree awarded at the completion of the doctoral
tage is Sardjana Hukum leester in de Rechten, abbreviated Mr (Master of Laws).
29. Report of the Reaionol Conference on L gol Education, Si""apore. 1962. p.106 f.
· The recommended sequence of courses in the Faculty of Law, University of Indonesia,
IS as follows:
The first part of the candidate stage: (1) Introduction to Jurisprudence (2) Politi I Th
(3) Economics, (4) Sociology, (5) Islamic Law I, and (6) Cultural Anthropol~gy. rca eory,
The second part of the candidate stage: (1) Constitutional Law, (2) Administrati L
(3) Civil. Law I, (4) Criminal Law I, (5) Economic Development/Co-operatives, and (~) A~:~
(Indonesian Customaty) Law I. .
The first part of the doctoral stage: (1) Civil Law II, (2) Criminal Law II, (3) Adat L
II, (4) Commercial Law I, (5) Civil Procedure, (6) Criminal Procedure, (7) International L aw
(8) Conflict of Laws, and (9) Criminology (elective). aw,
The second part of the doctoral stage: (1) Commercial Law II, (2) Islamic Law II d
(3) Legal Philosophy.ae ' an
We, in Malaysia, can well make use of the experience that has been obtained in fashioni
a law. course at the University of Singapore .. Th~ Law Sc~ool i~. Singapore has had the bene~~
of guidance from Deans who have had expenence in the United Kingdom, the United States and
Australia and the curriculum there has been kept under constant. review and has been revised
recently. The fact that the LL.B. degree has ~e~n a~opted ~~th in Singapore and in Malaysia
as a qualification for admission as advocate and solicitor IS an additional reason for basing our cour
on those in Singapore. However, a few modifications are needed to relate the law courses to the
needs of Malaysia.
(a) The emphasis in the courses at Singapore appear to be on the English part of the law in
Singapore and Malaysia. It will be necessary in the University of Malaya to give some attention
to Muslim Law and Native Customary Law.
(b) Where Malavsian law is dealt with in Singapore it is the law of West Malaysia that is dealt
with. It will be necessary to have greater consideration than is given in Singapore to the law in
East Malaysia.
(c) There will be greater emphasis in the courses on the la,: in Malaysia. In the case of Sta-
tutory Law, it will be the Malaysian Statute rather than the Singapore Statute that will be given
detailed treatment.
(d) Some courses like the Course on Family Law dealt in Singapore only deal with the "general"
Law in Singapore. It will be necessary to give some attention to family law as dealt with in Muslim
Law and under the Native Customary Law and other Customary Laws.
(e) It is also necessary to introduce language teaching in the courses so that the graduate will
be proficient both in Bahasa Malaysia and in English. Bahasa ~alay~ia is .the official language of
Malaysia and more and more of the stude~ts who .enter t~e University will have b~en taught in
the schools in Bahasa Malaysia as the medIUm of mstructlO.n and these students will have to be
taught in Bahasa lalaysia in the University. At the same time we must ensure that the students
and graduates are proficient in English so as to be ~ble to read the so~rces ~nd text~ooks in English.
It is, therefore. necessary to have language courses In Bahasa Malaysia an.d in English. The Singa-
pore syllabus will, therefore, have to be modified for the needs of Malaysia and a suggested syllabus
IS given in the Appendix.
30. I moil 'ony, Le 31 EducatIOn In Indonesia, in Report of the Regional Conference on Legal Education, Singapore, 1962, p.76 .
• Th '. C d th number of units to be appropriated to each subject are subject to change.
e ubject In LIsts A, B and an e
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APPENDIX I
SCHEME OF COURSES, LAW, (Braddell - Allen Report)
I DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS (LL.B.)
FIRST YEAR
us
General courses in English language: phonetics, diction, composition and style, and In
logic, together with the following three introductory courses:
(1) General Elements of Law
(a) Nature and origin of law - rule of law in its relation to public and private affairs -
development of English Common Law and Equity - main characteristics of the English
and Malayan legal systems;
(b) Sources of Law -legislation - statutory interpretation in very broad outline - textbooks
(Coke, Blackstone, etc.) - Case Law - Custom;
(c) Organisation of English and Malayan Courts - general jurisdiction - Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council - Personnel of the Law in England and Malaya;
(d) Legal persons, natural and artifical - the theory of binding precedent - explanation
of the branches of law and their main characteristics (i) administrative law (ii) criminal
law (iii) common law (iv) equity (v) contract (vi) tort (vii) family law (viii) property law;
(e) Broad outline of legal procedure and the acceptance of evidence - principle upon
which criminal guilt is ascertained - principle upon which the successful party in
litigation is ascertained.
N.B. Law is so unfamiliar a subject that we feel it to be necessary that a student should
first understand the legal background against which his studies will be set and we
prefer this to an academic study of Jurisprudence.
(2) Elements of Constitutional Law
(a) Nature of constitutional Law - sources and general characters of (a) English (b) Singa-
pore (c) Federation of Malaya Constitutional Law - upremacy of Parliament - degree
to which Malayan Legislative Assemblies are supreme - Constitutional Conventions-
Parliamentary privilege in England and Malaya - characteristics of delegated legis-
lation;
(b) English and Malay overeignty - the royal prerogative - the executive - cabinet
government - mini terial respon ibility - foreign relations - finance - Federation and
tate government and division of powers;
(c) Judiciary - control over executive and quasi-judicial acts and orders - d'
th Q h F d
. d S l' . reme res -
e ueen, tee eration an tates as rtigants ;
(d) Subject and Citizens - rights and duties - position of aliens - emerge'1' d . 11 ncy powers -
rru itary an materia aw;
(e) British Commonwealth - nature and growth - relations with English C
P 1
. lati b h bers i rown andar lament - re ations etween ot er mem ers inter se - allegiance and iti hi. . CI izens Ip
within the Commonwealth,
(3) Elements of Law Contract
Nature of Contract - formation of contract - form and consideration - cap 't f
" 1 li f bi di h aCI y 0parties _ reality of consent - ega ity 0 0 ject - ISC arge of contract - remedies for breach,
N,B, This course must be based on the English law (which applies in Sing
b
'II d 1 f apore,
Pen~ng and Malacca) but must e 1 ustrate a so rom the Contracts (Malay States)
Ordinance, 1950,
SECOND YEAR
The following five courses:
(4) Construction of Documents
General principles of construction - admissibility of extrinsic evidence - particular
rules of construction - interpretation of statutes,
(5) Law of Evidence and Civil Procedure
(a)
Evidence _ sources of the law in Malaya - relevance - what must be proved - what
need not be proved - what may not ?e prove~ :- what may be proved - method of
proof _ hearsay, exceptions, presumptIOns - ~nvt1ege - ~uantum of proof in criminal
law and in civil law _ corroboration, accomplIces - functions of the court;
(b)
Civil Procedure _ sources of the law in Malaya :- :net~ods of initiating legal action -
procedure in all action in the High Court - ongmatmg summonses and other pro-
ceedings _ rules of pleading - rights of appeal - procedure upon appeal.
(6) Law of Tort
O
tli f the history of the law of tort - general principles of liability - remoteness
u ines 0 ' ' I' bili ff f dof damage _ who may sue or be sued VlcanouS ia 1 ity - e ect 0 eath;
h
deceit - malicious prosecution - false imprisonment -
Torts against t e person -
defamation of character;
(a)
(b)
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(c) Torts against property - trespass to land - trespass to goods posseSSlOn, detinue,
conversion, cognate trespasses;
(e) Negligence, including liability in respect of statutory rights and duties;
(d) Nuisances -liability for dangerous operations, chattels and premises;
(f) Inducement of breach of contract, intimidation and conspiracy.
(7) Law of Contract
This will be an advanced course and must include quasi-contracts, special kinds of
contracts (mercantile, insurance, building, public officers), and the general principles relating
to frustration of contract.
N .B. This should be as far as possible a practical course with particular reference to the
law in the Malay States where that differs from the law in Singapore, Penang and Malacca.
Reference should be made to leading cases.
(8) Criminal Law
-,
(a) Classification of crimes in Malaya - nature of crimes - general rules of procedure in
Malaya - Courts of criminal justice in Malaya - general principles of responsibility
and of exemptions from responsibility - degrees of participation - inchoate crimes;
(b) Penal Code, offences against the person;
(c) Penal Code, offences against property;
(d) Penal Code, offences against the Crown and the Government, public justice, public
peace and morals;
(e) Offences against specific laws, taking only the principal ones;
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(f) Presumptions against accused persons in outline - rules relating thereto.
THIRD AND FOURTH YEARS
The following eleven courses:
(9) Malayan Legal History
(a) The three Settlements up to 1867 le loci Charter of Ju tice recognition of 'native
customs';
(b) Crown oIony of the traits 'cttlement· and effect upon previous law;
The Federated Malay States - basis of law and recognition of foreign customs· ,(c)
(d) The Unfederated Malay States - basis of law and recognition of foreign customs;
(e) The Malayan Union - sources - effect upon the previous state of affairs in M Ia aya;
The Crown Colony of Singapore - sources - basis of law and recognition of 'native
customs';
(f)
(g) The Federation of Malaya - instruments by which brought into force - the A -. . . f f . gree
ments - basis of law and recogOltlOn 0 oreign customs.
(10) Malayan Constitutional Law
This must be an explanatory course concerning the constitutions of Singapore the
Federation and the Malay States and arranged so as to fit into the course upon the
legal history.
(11) Equity
Historical development - jurisdiction - maxims of equity - equitable interests and
priorities; assignment of chooses in .action - conversion and reconversion - election, per-
formance, satisfaction effect of acqUlesCence and laches - mortgages, pledges and liens -
married women and infants - remedies; specific performance, injunction, damages - recti-
fication - rescission - receivers.
(12) Master and Servant
Nature of contracts of service - .formalit~es, Statute of Frauds, ~arties, infants, etc.,
wages duties of servants - contracts m restramt of trade - Trade Unions - notice of dis-
missal: actions for IVrongful dismissal- liability of master for acts of his servants - rights of
master against third parties - local legislation concerning trade disputes.
N.B. This course must be directed to the law as it is in Singapore and the Federation,
underlining any differences.
(13) Law of Partnership
Nature of partnership _ cr~ation -: mutual agency of pa~tners .in rel~tion to strangers -
rights and liabilities of partners m relatIOn ~o each .ot~er - dlssolutl?n - insolvency of part-
ners _ partnership actions _ partnership artIcles - limited partnershIps - estates of deceased
partners, liability of surviving partners towards.
(14) Law of Agency
d
rion of the relation of principal and agent - different classes of agents-
ature an crea . . ...
f
' thorl·ty liability of pnnclpal and agent to third parties - nghts and
cope 0 agent s au -
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duties of principal and agent in relation to each other - termination of agency - agency of
married women.
(15) Negotiable Instruments
This course should be related particularly to the law and banking practice in Singapore
and the Federation.
(16) Sale of Goods
This course should be related particularly to the law in Singapore and the Federation,
and should include the forms of international sales, such as the F.O.B. and C.I.F. contracts,
bills of sale and hypothecation of goods.
(17) Company Law
The formation and incorporation of Companies, down to the obtaining of a certificate
of Association: Articles of Association: Prospectus: Allotment of Shares: Capital Structure
of a Company.
-,
N .B. This must be Malayan Company Law only.
(18) Succession, Testate and Intestate
(a) Wills - codicils - capacity - making and revocation - executors - probate in outline
only - construction;
(b) Intestate succession - laws in Malaya - administrators - grant of letters of admini-
stration in outline only;
(c) Devolution of property on executors and administrators - powers of disposition.
(d) Administration of estates - insolvent estates.
N.B. In this course the general principles of law governing the subjects in Malaya
should be taught, but instruction in general practical principles should be given also.
(19) Land Laws
(a) General outline of the English law of real property so far as necessary for the purposes
of the Malayan land laws - the various rights in or over immovable property which
can be acquired in Singapore and the Federation, and the methods of acquisition -
devolution on death of rights in or over land in Singapore and Federation.
(b) mineral rights, in general outline;
(c) the registration ysterns in ingapore and the Federation, and their relation to the
Torrens sy tern in Australia;
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(d) covenants and easements -landlord and tenant - rent restriction (all in general outline) ;
(e) mortgages, charges and liens, (including equitable mortgages and transactions of
the kind known as "unregistered mortgages" in the Federation);
(f) practical conveyancing in Malaya, in general outline but illustrated by precedents.
II PRACTICAL COURSE
This will be compulsory for those intending to become Advocates and Solicitors, but will
be o~en to any other holders of a Bachelor of Laws degr~e wh~ wish to take it. The present
pracnce of reading in Chambers appears to present some difficulties: but it would be well if th
taking this course could combine with it 3 to 6 hours a week in the Chambers of an Advocate and
Solicitor. There should also be attendance in the Court of Appeal, the High Court, the District
Courts, and the Magistrates' Courts in Singapore; and the Bench should arrange facilities for
this as far as possible.
The course is intended to fit those who take it for professional life in the law and to simulate
the requirements of that life. It will include:
(1) Elementary book-keeping and trust accounts;
(2) Etiquette, customs and conventions of an Advocate and Solicitor in his Court and
office practice;
(3) Advocacy with emphasis upon the necessity for clear enunciation;
(4) The drafting of Court documents;
(5) The drafting of non-Court documents;
(6) The revenue laws (income-tax, customs, death duties, stamps);
(7) Bankruptcy laws and practice;
(8) Municipal laws and rent restriction (if any).
The teaching in (2), (3), (4) and (5) should be as individual. as possible and the assistance
of members of the Bar, Crown and Federal Counsel should be obtained as much as possible.
III DEGREE OF MASTER OF LAWS (LL.M.)
An advanced treatment of the following subjects:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Conflict of Laws
Company Law (advanced)
Sucession, Testate and Intestate (advanced)
Trusts
Land Laws (advanced)
Domestic Relations
Bankruptcy
Patents Trade Marks, Copyright.,
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APPENDIX II
SCHEDULE OF COURSES - UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE 1971 - 1972
Introduction to Legal Method
Law of Contract
Law of Tort
Criminal Law
First Year
6 units
6 units
6 units
6 units
Family Law
Land Law
Law of Associations
Public Law
Second Year
6 units
6 units
6 units
6 units
Third and Fourth Year
Estates & Trusts
Evidence
Civil Procedure
Administration of Criminal Justice
(Third Year)
(Third Year)
(Fourth Year)
(Fourth Year)
6 units
6 units
6 units
6 units
Students are to elect a further thirty-six units from Lists A, B & C; about eighteen units
in the third year and another eighteen units in the fourth year. Students must elect at least twelve
units from List A. Students may not elect more than twelve units from List C.
Banking and Negotiable Instruments
Conveyancing
Conflict of Laws
Creditors Rights
International Business Transactions
International Organisations
Jurisprudence
Landlord and Tenant
Labour Law
Moots
Public International Law
Shipping Law
List A-
6 units
6 units
List B-
4 units
6 units
6 units
4 units
6 units
6 units
6 units
4 units
6 units
2 units
6 units
6 units
Commercial Transactions
Renevue Law
List C·
The Ii t compri es subject offer d by other department and will be announced later.
The subje in I •• ts \. D and C nd tit number of UOI to be apl'ropri t d tn co lub) cr are ubject to change.
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APPENDIX IV
Proposed Law Syllabus for University of Malaya
First Year
I. Introduction to Malaysian Legal System and Legal Method.
Sources of Law, Legal System and Constitutional and Legal History of Malaysia.
Basic Legal concepts, the doctrine of precedent and statutory interpretation.
Branches of Law in Malaysia and their main characteristics.
2. Law of Contract - General principles of the Law of Contract.
3. Law of Tort - General principles of civil liability for harm and losses caused, such as in-
juries to the person, physical damage to property, damage to financial interests, re-
putation etc.
4. Language - English/Malay 3(units)
Second Year
1. Criminal Law - Criminal Liability and exceptions from liability under the Penal Code.
2. Family Law - The law relating to the formation, annulment and dissolution of marriage
in Malaysia together with legitimacy, adoption and custody of children, rights of
husband and wife in matrimonial property and the rights of the wife to maintenance.
3. Constitutional and Administrative Law.
A study of basic constitutional concepts and their scope of operation.
Attention is also focussed on administrative law problems in Malaysia.
4. Law of Associations.
5. Language - English/Malay (2 units)
Third Year
1. Land Law. The general principles of the law relating to immovable property and regis-
tration of title.
2. Estates and Trusts. General principles relating to testate and intestate succession, ad-
ministration of assets of a deceased's estate, trusts and the administration of trusts.
3. Evidence. The general principles of the Law of Evidence in civil and criminal cases.
4. Commercial transactions -
This course deals with commercial transactions involving all forms of movable pro-
perty, with particular attention to the Sale of Goods Act and, the Hire Purchase Act.
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S. Anyone of the following:
(i) Malay customary Law
(ii) Muslim Law
(iii) Native Customary Law
(iv) Comparative Law
(v) Conflict of Laws
6.
Fourth Year
1.
2.
Language: English/Malay (one unit)
Jurisprudence
Civil Procedure
Practice and Pleadings in the Civil Courts in Malaysia.
3. Criminal Procedure
Practice and Procedure in criminal courts in Malaysia.
4. Renevue Law
Basic provision of taxing statutes in Malaysia.
s.
,-
Two of the following:
(i) Public International Law
(ii) Banking and Negotiable Interests and Insurance
(iii) International Business Transactions
(iv) Landlord and Tenant
(v) Shipping Law
(vi) Labour Law
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APPENDIX V
The establishment of the Law Faculty in Singapore for 1971/72 is as follows:
3 Professors
3 Senior Lecturers
19 Lecturers
1 Secretary I
1 Secretary II
2 Secretary III
-,
1 Clerk
2 Clerical Assistants
3 Typists
2 Servants (Grade I)
1 Servant (Grade II)
The establishment costs for 1971/72 will be $619,000/-. In addition there is a provision of
$35,0001- for part time teaching and the departmental grant for Law is $14,000/-.
During 1970/71 there were 340 undergraduate students and 17 graduate students.
It is suggested that the staff for the Faculty of Law be planned as follows:
1971 1 Professor 2 Lecturers (Transfer from FEA)
1972 3 Lecturers
1973 1 Senior Lecturer 3 Lecturers
1974 1 Professor 3 Lecturers
1975 1 Senior Lecturer 3 Lecturers
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